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Iconic picture from NZ Warbirds Association. Photo by Paul Johnston Photography. This aircraft has been
stationed at Tauranga Airport for the last two weeks following the Classic Flyers Airshow. This picture
shows the blending of aerodynamic and hydrodynamic technologies. Its huge wing area explains how it can
stay airborne for almost 24 hours.

New Roller
Last month we celebrated the arrival of our new mower. This month we have completed building a roller for
the runway. Its great to see these projects coming to conclusion. A working party was held on 15/1/17 to
fill our grass roller with concrete.

Pictured attending the pre-work safety briefing are Trevor,
Warren, Richard, Mr X, Gary, Bruce. (Photo by Andy Avgas)
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Mixing – Richard, Mr X, Gary
Pouring – Trevor, Warren
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The finished item. Much thanks
to Richard Brown for building the
frame. The whole thing weighs
about a tonne so towing will be
limited to 4WD vehicles. We do
not want to use the tractor for
towing as the cleated tyres tend
to damage the turf – especially
in soft conditions when we will
be using the roller.
Our next work party will be to
pour the concrete footings for the shipping container. Please volunteer. The more help, the quicker the job
gets done and less stress on individuals. Plus it’s a lot of fun. Its surprising how much ribald humour can be
created from mixing and pouring concrete.

Nationals – New Year, Matamata
Several of our members attended and competed at this year’s Nationals. Frank Brown surprised himself
with a 5th in the Radian gliding event, after gaining good scores on flight times, but lost ground on landing
precision. . A good turnout from TMAC with 5 members competing in the Radian event.

The Radian event with TMAC members Gary, Bill, Tony, Frank and Rob

Interesting Links on Things with Wings
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SR 71 Blackbird. No longer classified. NASA has
three of them for research. An interesting video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WOQncsVlo
ow
Smallest twin – modelling potential.
https://youtu.be/knb3qNq-Uho
Air surf glider – competition at next club night?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=db5dlbdVM
KA

Rob in form in slow control line combat.

Auction
This is planned for June 18th at Classic Flyers. Our
auction is one of the largest formal buy/sell events
of model stuff in the country. Adverts will be run
in Model Flying World in February and April. An
electronic copy of the advert will be sent to all
members for you to distribute to all your
modelling friends to ensure we get maximum
coverage.

Annual General Meeting
Our AGM is coming up shortly and this is to give you some early advice on process
 The AGM will be in place of our normal clubnight on April 5th. Please note in your diary.
 The rules for committee membership are that 50% of the committee should stand down by
rotation but are eligible for re-election . (The implication being that those committee members
who do not stand down will stay on for another term without the need for an election). That is not
to say that you should hold back in putting your name forward. It’s a competitive world and the
more nominations we get the better.
 Our club rules require that Bill, Roger and Mark must step down by rotation (but are eligible for reelection). Dave and Gary were coopted after last years AGM and must be either re-elected or
coopted to remain on the committee. Tevor Prince is standing down. This means that all committee
positions are up for voting, plus we could use a couple more as we have been running light for the
last 12 months. The good news is that all have indicated their interest in standing for another term.
 Its great fun being on the committee and there is a sense of satisfaction in being able to complete
projects to the Club’s and members’ benefit. Please give serious consideration to standing. The
more skills and experience we have around the table, the more we can get done.
 Nominations for Committee positions must be with the Secretary earlier than 7 days before the
AGM. If you would like to put your nomination through earlier, there will be an opportunity for you
to put a brief CV in the newsletter.
 Further details will be provided to members by email shortly. This will include nomination forms.
 One week before the AGM you will receive an agenda, a list of those standing for committee, a
copy of draft minutes of previous meeting for approval, proxy voting forms and details of any
Notices of Motion.
 If you want to put forward any remits or Notices of Motion, these must be with the Secretary no
later than 14 days before the AGM, to allow time for these to be circulated to all members. If you
need help with drafting these (eg to avoid a situation like the recent MFNZ AGM confusion) the
Secretary will be able to provide unbiased and impartial assistance.

Thankings to You
A big thank you to Mike Craig for his generous donation/loan of some ex farm equipment – backback
sprayer, socket set, chainsaw and safety gear and other stuff. Much appreciated Mike.

Wanted
Spare crankshaft for ASP 52A (2 stroke) = contact Dave M. on 021 909407

Classic Flyers Airshow (Andy Avgas – roving reporter)
By all comments received, this was a success. The Jet Modeller’s Association had a large display and flew
two models in two separate sessions. In the air these were indistinguishable from the real thing. This was
well received by the crowd who clapped spontaneously when the models landed. Andy met many of our
members enjoying a day with real aircraft.

Pictured is Bill De Renzy and Heather who displayed his 7m glider and tow plane in the Jet Modeller’s tent.
We gave out 40+ brochures, so it is entirely possible that those inspired by the jets will join our club, get
started on a foamy Trojan and move into more advanced stuff over time. Thanks to the JMA for being able
to promote TMAC through their display.

News from the Committee












We had a visit from Internal Affairs (Lotteries) about funding mulching of the outfield area. We are
hoping for a decision in March and if successful we would engage a contractor as soon as the funds
are received. This project is an urgent health and safety issue as the jungle is becoming
increasingly impenetrable and unstable underfoot.
The container project is advancing slowly. We have obtained a suitable door and this will be
installed into the container which has been in storage for the last 12 months. Steel foundation
beams have been procured and a work party is planned soon to pour footings and install the
beams. The volume of concrete to be mixed is less than that required for the roller project and so
we hope there will be a healthy turnout of volunteers to mix and pour for this project. Once these
two steps are completed, the container can be moved onto site. and put into service. We have a
funding application lodged with TECT, and if we are successful with this, it will be applied to fitout
of the container.
New grass – this is growing nicely but is still fragile. We are progressively reducing the height, to
encourage growth and allow it to thicken up. The dry windy summer has not helped. Please do not
use the new runway areas until the go-ahead is given by the committee.
Membership Fees - a decision will be made by the Committee at the February committee meeting.
Members will be advised of fees for the 2017/8 year early in March and fees must be paid by 31st
March. We have no ability to be flexible on payment date as this is set by the MFNZ insurers.
TECT Open Day 26 March. TECT are organising an open day on 26 march where the public can visit
and look at the facilities provided. We are proposing a general fly in using whatever runways are
available at the time. The Rotorua Club will also be invited. This may provide an opportunity to
formally note the arrival of the new mower. Details to follow.
Weather station – we have noticed that often the weather station is reporting and recording high
wind speeds which are not born out by experience in the field. We will request that the station’s
calibration be checked. So don’t be put off by apparent high wind speeds = just go flying!

Club Night 1 Feb
Russell Corney gave a talk about his Caribou project. This was featured in our September Newsletter. The
original was a STOL design and was capable (with full flaps) of approach speeds as low as 40knots. Russell
flew this aircraft many years ago in Papua New Guinea before moving on to DC3, 727, 737,747, A300. A
very impressive model with electric retracts and twin electric power . Wingspan 2.5m.

The last month has been full of holiday absences, friends visiting, bad weather, work commitments, house
renovations, family members camping with the folks before going overseas, and other disruptions. But I
managed 2 sessions in the last week so its not all bad.
Fly safe

Dave Marriott
Editor

